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• As the associate program chair for the RMC, let me thank Bart and 
Anoop for organizing this interesting and important workshop. 

• Let me warn you, my presentation will not contain any formula on how to 
get published, which seems to be the “search for the holy grail” in our 
days.  My presentation will actually be void of any numbers or algorithms.

• Instead of any “five step” program to get you published and tenured, I 
want to take you on a journey.  I will use the obvious publication 
challenges as a starting point to identify deeper route causes that 
create challenges for Big Data analysis in our field and that need to be 
addressed in order to fully exploit Big Data and for us to have more 
impact as a field.

• Let us start with the publication challenges!
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Whom you really would like to be 
here?

John W. Tukey
Princeton University

Stephen Kosslyn
(formerly Harvard)

• Whom you really would like to be here to talk about reporting and 
investigating uncertainty of empirical data using graphs is 

• John Tukey (1915-2000; Princeton University; inventor of the box-plot; 
Famous quote: “The greatest value of a picture is when it forces us to 
notice what we never expected to see."

• Stephen Kosslyn (born 1948; former Harvard University; now Minerva 
Schools; Psychologist and Neuroscientist; principles of effective graph 
design – which includes visuals for powerpoint presentations).

• They have been thinking about these use of graphs far longer and 
deeper than I have -- in addition, they would be far more brilliant 
presenters.



... and they wrote great books!

Stephen M. Kosslyn (2006)

Graph Design for the Eye 
and Mind.  

John W. Tukey (1977)

Exploratory Data Analysis.  

But here is the good news!  They both have written excellent book to 
communicate their ideas… and if I succeed in convincing you today to take a 
closer look at their work, I will consider my work done!

• Tukey’s book Exploratory Data Analysis is more about how to use graphs to 
explore and communicate social science data.

• Kosslyn’s book “Graph Design for the Eye and Mind” is less about the data 
exploration part, but how to best communicate information using graphs –
taking into account how human perception works! 

By reading these books, you cannot go wrong!
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Statistical significance fosters 
dichotomous thinking

 We reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis 
using the same arbitrary significance levels (p 
< .05).

 Statistical significance test quickly translate 
observed effects into a dichotomous truth 
evaluation for an overall effect.

 By not explicitly reporting or discussing the 
distribution of observed effects, we are 
throwing away crucial information.

With Statistical significance tests we are quickly translating inherently 
uncertain and probabilistic effects into a dichotomous truth evaluation that we 
then use to build theory.

In the end, the strongest criticism is that the sharp dichotomous 
interpretation of data is a crude simplification and encourages Dichotomous 
Thinking. 

As a result we fail to communicate VERY valuable information about the 
inherent uncertainty of findings -- information that is crucial for the 
interpretation of findings, further model development and accumulation of 
knowledge across studies (e.g., meta analyses). 

******



Panel Session 
Research Method Community

Bettis at al. (2016). 
Creating repeatable cumulative knowledge in strategic management. 
Strategic Management Journal, 37(2): 257-261. 

In 2016 SMJ revised author guidelines 

• SMJ will no longer accept papers for 
publication that report or refer to cut-
off levels of statistical significance (p-
values).

• SMJ will require in papers accepted 
for publication that authors explicitly 
discuss and interpret effect sizes of 
relevant estimated coefficients.

• Welcomes replication studies and 
studies with nonresults.
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Management science 

If we are a science that makes 
probability predictions about causal 
relationships, 

we need to include probability 
explicitly in our models.

•In the end, the strongest criticism is that the sharp dichotomous 
interpretation of data is a crude simplification and encourages Dichotomous 
Thinking. As a result we fail to communicate VERY valuable information 
about the inherent uncertainty of findings -- information that is crucial for the 
interpretation of findings, further model development and accumulation of 
knowledge across studies (e.g., meta analyses). If we are a science that 
makes probability predictions about causal relationships -- we need to include 
probability explicitly in our models.



An illustrative example:
Training course for hospital nurses

 H0: A new type of training has no effect on 
knowledge of nurses.

 NHST estimates probability of observing the 
actual effect in our data due to random 
assignment -- assuming H0 is true.

 We find p < .05 and consider H0 is unlikely to be 
true.

 ... we conclude training has an effect on nurses' 
knowledge (=important for theory and practice). 

•Let me go back to our illustrative example, of investigating the effect of 
a new type of training for hospital nurses on their knowledge scores.

• We formulate the null hypothesis that the training module has no effect on 
knowledge. 

• We then observe the knowledge of a group of randomly assigned nurses 
employees who received the training with the knowledge of a group of nurses 
who did not receive training.  

• We then estimate the probability to observe the knowledge difference we 
found under the assumption that our hypothesis of no knowledge 
differences is true?  

• If the p - value is small, we consider the null-hypothesis unlikely to be 
true 

• ... and interpret this as support for the alternative hypothesis that the 
training has an effect on nurses knowledge and is theoretically and 
practically important. 



Dichotomous statistical significance 
evaluations do not tell us …

 How much nurses’ knowledge changed 
(effect size).

 The actual variability and uncertainty of 
these changes.
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Variability and uncertainty of effects

 Summary statistics of dispersion 
(e.g., CI, SD, Kurtosis, Skewness).
 rarely reported

 difficult to interpret

 Alternative: Show graphs of complete 
distributions -- say, the probability 
distribution of effect sizes.
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Anscombe’s Quartet 

These data sets have 
identical
 means and variances 

for x and y
 identical best-fitting 

regression lines
 identical standard 

deviations
 identical correlations 

between x and y 

(=> back to Nurses example)

The dispersion of effects around this mean (or median or mode) can be 
narrow or broad. It can be skewed or not.  It can be unimodal or multimodal. 
Actually, the distribution of effects in any set of observations can take on an 
endless number of functional forms.
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56 67

The blue line shows the frequency of performance scores before training.  
The red line shows the performance scores after the training. The small boxes 
on the x-axis show the corresponding means and the confidence interval.  No 
doubt the training effect is statistically significant.  The 20% improvement in 
test scores also sounds substantively important.  Any benefit of the graph 
versus only looking at the ES statistics?  Well, the graph tells us that the 
training also changed the distribution of knowledge scores.  It has become bi-
modal and that might be highly valuable information for our understanding of 
the trainings causal effect, for the interpretation of our findings, and for 
triggering further investigations.  It clearly indicates some nurses 
benefitted from the training much more than other.  What are the underlying 
contingency factors?  What do they tell us about the training? What do they 
tell us about the nurses?
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Performance of some nurses decreased!

For example, this may lead to a probing of the distribution of knowledge 
improvement of the individual nurses -- whihc might reveal: The knowledge of 
some nurses decreased?  Is that imprortant information?  If I were a hospital 
administrator, I would certainly think so. In this case, what if the training 
actually confused some of the nurses?  What if the training confused your 
very experienced staff?
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Source:  Hand-collected, primary data from official NFL media guides.

Columns = 
Probability of 
ever becoming a 
head coach, 
conditional on 
holding that 
position

Red Line = 
Percentage of 
Black Coaches of 
all at-risk 
years. 

Black coaches 
tend to be 
employed in 
“skill 
positions” like 
RB, DL, WR, or 
DB/SEC, not 
QB/OC/DC.  
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Probability of Promotion to Head Coach
Conditional on Ever Holding a Specific 

Other Coaching Position During One's Career

Conditional Probability Black % of All At-Risk Years

Graphs can also combine complex data in meaningful ways.  Here the 
example of an actual study I am engaged in.  Probability of Promotion ... read 
title ... read right columns ... Conclusion: Black Coaches are not employed in 
the positions from which Head Coaches are most likely recruited.
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Advancements Enabling Visual Data 
Analysis and Communication

Emerging 
Types of 
Graphs

Emerging 
Data Analysis 

Software

Emerging Academic 
Digital Publication 

Platforms
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The future of graphs looks even 
brighter ….

 “Big data” methodologies offer new visual 
approaches to data analysis and reporting.

Heat Maps as an alternative to simple scatter plots
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The future of graphs looks even 
brighter ….

 Online journals will enable interactive colorful 
and multi-dimensional graphs.(http://www.r-graph-gallery.com/3-r-animated-cube/)
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The future of graphs looks even 
brighter ….

 Qualitative and process researchers are 
increasingly using graphs.

Stream Graph
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Qualitative Research Graph:
Napoleon’s Russian Campaign

Grand Army
422,000

Grand Army
100,000

Grand Army
10,000

Berezina Battle
22,000 Casualties

Temperature 
on Return

•This inability to discriminate between straws and needles, should raise concerns about the 
replicability of reported findings.  Offers one explanations why a lot of the published NHST research 
does not replicate when replications are actually performed. They do not replicate because the 
reported effects are simply too trivial, too small, or not existent.  (Center of Open Science)
•Appraisals in fields where replications are more common should worry us.  For example, in medical 
field significant results reported in initial published studies, later studies could not replicate
(Ioannidis, 2005a, 2005c; Wacholder et al., 2004). 

•Ioannidis (2005a) discovered that later research has disconfirmed about three-eights of 
even the most cited and discussed medical treatments. Presumably, the apparent 
effectiveness of these treatments in initial studies was due to idiosyncratic factors that the 
researchers did not take into account, so the sample data were unrepresentative of 
populations. As Ioannidis (2005c: e124) asserts, “There is increasing concern that in 
modern research, false findings may be the majority or even the vast majority of 
published research claims.”
•A study of reported associations between diseases and genetic properties estimated that 
as many as 95% findings are false positives (Colhoun, McKeigue, and Smith 2003). 

•By refusing to publish successful or failed replications or extensions into slightly different contexts, 
management journals discourage replication studies and distorts the results of meta-analyses … in the 
end these practices support our belief in false claims (Rousseau et al., 2008).  Which links back to the 
concerns Eric Abrahamson described earlier related to the file drawer problem!
•

File drawer problem! http://www.researchraven.com/files/pdfs/call-for-papers-publication/2011/3/1/call-
for-papers-for-a-special-issue-of-the-journal-of-business-and-psychology-nothing-zilch-nil-advancing-
organizational-science-one-null-result-at-a-time.pdf

Call for Papers for a Special Issue of the Journal of Business and 
Psychology:

Nothing, Zilch, Nil: Advancing Organizational Science One Null Result at 
a Time

Date: 3/01/2011



Like many journals in the organizational sciences, the Journal of Business 
and Psychology is oriented toward publishing studies that report statistically 
significant results. Scientific advancement can occur, however, when 
statistically significant effects or relationships are not observed. In particular, 
at least two types of “null result” studies may promote advancement. One 
type is where the null hypothesis is the interesting or informative hypothesis in 
and of itself. The other type reveals a null effect or relationship where prior 
research has consistently indicated there is a significant one and that it has 
become assumed that such an effect or relationship exists. Problematically, 
research findings that entail nonsignificant results are extremely difficult to 
publish in the organizational sciences.
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Finally a plug for Bayesian 
statistics ...

Result of Bayesian analyses is always an estimated 
distribution of effects (posterior distribution).

81% probability of 
improving firm 
performance.

• In summary Statistical significance test lead us to quickly translate observed 
effects into a dichotomous "either/or" truth evaluation for overall effects.  Such 
an approach is especially paradox considering that the management 
sciences are a field that purports to describe inherently probabilistic 
effects.  Still, we use NHSTs which do not formally allow for uncertainty 
about the correctness of hypotheses. Supposedly, data are either 
“statistically significant” or not.  

“Confirmation comes from repetition.… Repetition is the basis for judging… 
significance

and confidence.” (Tukey, 1969, pp. 84-85)

“Given the problems of statistical induction, we must finally rely, as have the 
older

sciences, on replication.” (Cohen, 1994, p. 1002)

IF REPLICATION IS AT THE HEART OF SCIENCE; WE SHOULD TEACH IT 
EXPLICITLY  (Geof Cumming, 2006)



In summary ...

 Statistical significance test quickly translate 
observed effects into a dichotomous truth 
evaluation for an overall effect.

 This is paradox considering that management 
science is a field dealing with inherently 
probabilistic effects.

 Hence, we need tools, such as graphs, that 
allow us to carefully investigate and 
communicate the uncertainty associated with 
observed effects.

• In summary Statistical significance test lead us to quickly translate observed 
effects into a dichotomous "either/or" truth evaluation for overall effects.  Such 
an approach is especially paradox considering that the management 
sciences are a field that purports to describe inherently probabilistic 
effects.  Still, we use NHSTs which do not formally allow for uncertainty 
about the correctness of hypotheses. Supposedly, data are either 
“statistically significant” or not.  

“Confirmation comes from repetition.… Repetition is the basis for judging… 
significance

and confidence.” (Tukey, 1969, pp. 84-85)

“Given the problems of statistical induction, we must finally rely, as have the 
older

sciences, on replication.” (Cohen, 1994, p. 1002)

IF REPLICATION IS AT THE HEART OF SCIENCE; WE SHOULD TEACH IT 
EXPLICITLY  (Geof Cumming, 2006)



A more elegant summary ...

“… the most dangerous, feature of 
accepting the null hypothesis is giving 
up of explicit uncertainty ... 
mathematics can sometimes be put in 
such black-and-white terms, but our 
knowledge or belief about the 
external world never can.”  

Tukey (1991: 100) 

•

•As Tukey (1991: 100) stated much more eloquently :  "The worst, MEANING the 
most dangerous, feature of accepting the null hypothesis is giving up of explicit 
uncertainty ... mathematics can sometimes be put in such black-and-white terms, but 
our knowledge or belief about the external world never can.”

•Following Eric Abrahamsons manifesto style I propose: Start using graphs now!!



Start using more graphs!

© 2015 Andreas Schwab All Rights Reserved

•The credo of my presentation:  USE MORE GRAPHS!

•



Additional slides

© 2015 Andreas Schwab All Rights Reserved

•Due to the inability of Pursey Heugens to attend this SMS conference, I will 
try to say a few words on both the opportunities and challenges that 
replication and meta analysis provide with regard to moving us beyond simple 
statistical significance tests.  In no way, however, will I be able to do justice to 
either of these topics.  For once, I cannot claim to be an expert in either, but I 
am very intrigued by what I perceive as their huge potential to move us 
forward.  
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Beyond line graphs ...

 Summary statistics
 Confidence intervals, standard deviations, 

standard errors, ranges, kurtosis, skeweness are 
helpful …

 … but graphs are often much more powerful.
 Line graphs
 histograms
 Scatter plots
 Box plots
 Standard-error bars
 Stem-and-leaf plots

The dispersion of effects around this mean (or median or mode) can be 
narrow or broad. It can be skewed or not.  It can be unimodal or multimodal. 
Actually, the distribution of effects in any set of observations can take on an 
endless number of functional forms.
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The future of graphs looks even 
brighter ….

 Online journals will enable interactive more 
colorful and multi-dimensional graphs.

 “Big data” methodologies are introducing new 
visual approaches to data analysis and 
communication.

 Qualitative researchers and process 
researchers are increasingly using graphs.

 More frequent use of graphs will enhance our 
skills to create and interpret them.

•A null-hypothesis is a "straw man" that we can beat easily.  Often times, we 
are dead certain that the null-hypothesis is not true and we still use it as our 
benchmark. 

•Even the late Ronald Fisher (1956) considered the use of null hypotheses 
only as an option when "we know very little to nothing" about a 
phenomenon of interest. For most emprical setting, however, we know 
enough to formulate better benchmarks for hypothesis testing.  For example, 
new drugs need to show that they are better than existing drugs. New HR 
practices have to show that the are better than current HR practices.

Even if we in the absence of an established alternative explanantion or 
solution, we can often develop baseline models that offer a more meaningful 
benchmark for any hypothesized explanation/solution.

One type of baseline models are based on simple random processes.  Dan 
Levinthal (1991), for example, showed that observed differences

between survival rates across organizational size and age are qualitatively 
consistent with the naïve hypothesis that organizational survival is a random 
walk.

Second type of baseline models assume stability (next years performance 
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will be equal to this years performance) or simple momentum (a growth 
strategy should accelerate an organizations existing growth trajectory).
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Qualitative Research Graph

•This inability to discriminate between straws and needles, should raise concerns about the 
replicability of reported findings.  Offers one explanations why a lot of the published NHST research 
does not replicate when replications are actually performed. They do not replicate because the 
reported effects are simply too trivial, too small, or not existent.  (Center of Open Science)
•Appraisals in fields where replications are more common should worry us.  For example, in medical 
field significant results reported in initial published studies, later studies could not replicate
(Ioannidis, 2005a, 2005c; Wacholder et al., 2004). 

•Ioannidis (2005a) discovered that later research has disconfirmed about three-eights of 
even the most cited and discussed medical treatments. Presumably, the apparent 
effectiveness of these treatments in initial studies was due to idiosyncratic factors that the 
researchers did not take into account, so the sample data were unrepresentative of 
populations. As Ioannidis (2005c: e124) asserts, “There is increasing concern that in 
modern research, false findings may be the majority or even the vast majority of 
published research claims.”
•A study of reported associations between diseases and genetic properties estimated that 
as many as 95% findings are false positives (Colhoun, McKeigue, and Smith 2003). 

•By refusing to publish successful or failed replications or extensions into slightly different contexts, 
management journals discourage replication studies and distorts the results of meta-analyses … in the 
end these practices support our belief in false claims (Rousseau et al., 2008).  Which links back to the 
concerns Eric Abrahamson described earlier related to the file drawer problem!
•

File drawer problem! http://www.researchraven.com/files/pdfs/call-for-papers-publication/2011/3/1/call-
for-papers-for-a-special-issue-of-the-journal-of-business-and-psychology-nothing-zilch-nil-advancing-
organizational-science-one-null-result-at-a-time.pdf

Call for Papers for a Special Issue of the Journal of Business and 
Psychology:

Nothing, Zilch, Nil: Advancing Organizational Science One Null Result at 
a Time

Date: 3/01/2011



Like many journals in the organizational sciences, the Journal of Business 
and Psychology is oriented toward publishing studies that report statistically 
significant results. Scientific advancement can occur, however, when 
statistically significant effects or relationships are not observed. In particular, 
at least two types of “null result” studies may promote advancement. One 
type is where the null hypothesis is the interesting or informative hypothesis in 
and of itself. The other type reveals a null effect or relationship where prior 
research has consistently indicated there is a significant one and that it has 
become assumed that such an effect or relationship exists. Problematically, 
research findings that entail nonsignificant results are extremely difficult to 
publish in the organizational sciences.
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What information can graphs convey

 The focus on central tendencies to the 
neglect of communicating and discussing 
shapes of distributions hinders scientific 
progress.“   {Wilkinson, 1999 #2427}
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